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NATURAL BUSINESS YEAR

Staff members will please fill in the information as to dollar amounts (omitting
cents) in the space provided below and also fill in the general information
requested at the foot of this page.
Percentages can be computed in the office
and need not be computed when compiling the other information requested.

INVENTORIES AT CLOSE OF MONTH

Year 19_____

Production
$

_ X
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%
$

$
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$

$

%
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February
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May
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July
August

September
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100%
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Payable

Notes
Payable

$

Year 19_____

*

*
%

$

*

*

$

$

%

%
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March
April
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June
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August
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December

100%

100%

10o%

*Insert headings for other information which may have a bearing on client’s natural business year.

Nature of business

How long in business
Location of principal source of supply

Location of plants
Present fiscal year

Stocks listed on

Bonds listed on

Exchange.

Exchange.

Does client use perpetual inventory system

How often is physical inventory taken

Statements prepared by client monthly

Cumulative

12 mos ended

Use made of statements prepared by client_________________________________ ___________________________________
Use made of reports of auditors___________ ________________ ____________________________________________________
Does client use a budget

Reports to stockholders

What is fiscal year for budget
Annually

Semi-annually

If partnership do partners report income to U. S. Government for same period as

partnership
SEE COMMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE

Quarterly

COMMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS

This form is intended for use in obtaining information with
regard to seasonal fluctuations in specific businesses and in
industries.
The information is intended to be used primarily for
the benefit of our clients and ourselves, in connection with determin
ing whether changes in fiscal years might be advantageous.
In many cases it may not be practicable to obtain and list
information as indicated in all of the columns and spaces on the form.
In other cases it may appear that seasonal fluctuations will be more
clearly indicated by information other than that specifically indicated
by the headings on the form.
For example, data as to total monthly
inventories might be better than that indicated by the form.
It is
expected that each staff member will use his best judgment in getting
such information as will most effectively show the truth as to
seasonal fluctuations in each case, conferring with supervisors regarding
the matter where it seems advisable to do so.

Information for more than one year would obviously furnish
a more dependable guide to seasonal fluctuations than information for
only one year, and where practicable it should be obtained for a period
of years.
This information is of the same confidential nature as that
usually contained in our working papers and reports, and is to be
retained as confidential unless permission is obtained from our clients
to use it otherwise.

In many cases clients will probably be willing that the data
be combined with other similar data (without disclosing the identity
of the company).
The American Institute of Accountants would like to
make use of such information in compiling statistics as to seasonal
fluctuations in those industries for which facts and figures become
available to it.

